
Wooden Wobble Balance Board for Kids Toddlers Adults

RRP: $129.95

Unleash Limitless Fun with the Randy & Travis Wooden Balance Board!

This board offers boundless gameplay possibilities, fostering a sense of

balance and inspiring creativity in kids. With its curvy design, this versatile

board transforms into a car track, balance beam, stepping stool, reading

spot, slide, seesaw, tunnel, boat, rocker, table, balancing pole, bridge,

and so much more. Imagination knows no bounds when it comes to this

incredible playmate.

Designed to aid children in developing a strong sense of balance,

improving coordination, and deepening overall body awareness, the

wobble board is a fantastic tool for stimulating the vestibular system. Its

role in overall development and learning cannot be overstated. This

rocking board grows with children, making it equally suitable for adults.

As a sports aid, it aids in back stretching and balance training during yoga

exercises, providing an enriching experience for all ages. The wooden

balance board supports various yoga poses, allowing for a diverse range

of exercises.

Crafted from sturdy and durable natural real wood, the wooden balance

board is a true work of art. Each board showcases a unique color and

texture, making it a one-of-a-kind piece. Rounded corners ensure a

smooth, burr-free surface that is gentle on the skin, preventing any

scratches or discomfort.

Immerse yourself in a world of play and discovery with this exceptional

wooden balance board. Its holistic benefits and exceptional

craftsmanship make it a timeless and cherished addition to your playroom,

yoga practice, and beyond.

Specifications:Specifications:

Material: Wood
Overall dimensions: 92 x 29.5 x 1.5 cm (L x W x H)
Maximum weight capacity: 100 kg
Smooth finish
Curved surface helps kids increase their ability to balance
Versatile toy – your child's imagination is the only limit
Great training aid for balance sports
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